
The Nine Realms Poets and Writers 

Lydia Allison Huizhou,  China

Lydia Allison recently graduated from Sheffield Hallam with a Bachelor’s degree in Creative 
Writing. She is currently living and working as an English teacher in China (exploring new realms in
all aspects of life!) She is passionate about poetry - both reading and writing - and has been 
featured in a handful of print and online publications. (see lydiaallison.wordpress.com) 
@LydiaAllison13  

 Ross Beattie              North West Scotland

Ross Beattie is a poet that writes because he has no other choice. He doesn't chase publication, 
but he does share some of his work through his poetry blog www.blackpoemblues.weebly.com
He has no real qualifications to speak of, just a handful of GCSEs. He is originally from London, 
but now hides in the north west corner of Scotland. @blackpoemblues  

Richard Biddle               Chichester, UK

 
Richard Biddle aka 'bid' has a BA (hons) in Fine Art & an MA in Performance Writing.  2000-2004 
he made a series of text-based works in public spaces and participated in 3 Bristol Poetry festivals.
He now lives in Chichester with his partner and 2 boys where as @littledeaths68 he finds an outlet 
for writing through 'Twitter'. Along with acclaimed author @jeffnoon, he is a member of 
@echovirus12 (a collaborative ongoing feed of micro-fiction) & also creates @cosmologorhea with 
fellow EV12 collaborator James Knight aka @badbadpoet. His work draws on influences such as 
the mythopoetic, surrealism, dadaism and the absurd.  http://writings43.blogspot.co.uk/

Robert De Born                                                                               Sheffield, UK

Robert de Born is a poet and singer who lives in Sheffield with his fiancée, a cat and three trolls. 
He has performed at events such as the Beacons and Newfound Festivals and his work has been 
published online and in print. robertdeborn.wordpress.com @RobertDeBorn 

Kate Garrett      Sheffield, UK

Kate Garrett was born in Ohio, but has lived in the UK since 1999. Her writing has appeared online
and in print, and her pamphlet The names of things unseen is part of the six-poet collection 
Caboodle from Prolebooks. She edits the webzine t  hree drops from a cauldron (because her 
folklore and mythology obsession is equal to her passion for poetry) and the Slim Volume series of 
poetry and flash fiction anthologies forPankhearst. Kate lives in Sheffield with a man-poet, three 
trolls who call her 'Mum', and a cat. As lovely as Sheffield is, she would usually prefer to be in 
Wales, and though becoming a poet was inevitable, at heart she would much rather be a 
pirate.kategarrettwrites.co.uk  @kate_garrett  

Shirley Golden             Hampshire, UK

Some of Shirley Golden's stories have found homes in the pages or websites of various magazines
and anthologies; a few have won prizes.  She lives in Hampshire where she is door-person and 
arbitrator to two wannabe tigers, and can sometimes be found on Twitter when she should be 
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writing.  She likes to bake jumbo chocolate and pecan cookies.      www.shirleygolden.net      
@shirl1001

Nat Hall                             Shetland Isles, Scotland

Nat Hall is a Norman-born, Shetland-based poet, and visual artist, educated on French and British
shores in Aix-en-Provence and Oxford. She is a member of Shetland Arts’ Westside & Lerwick's
Writers  Groups,  The  Poetry  Society,  The  Humblyband  Crew (Ruth  Macdougall’s  Humblyband
Project, Scotland), the Scottish Centre for Geopoetics under the directorship of Norman Bissell,
ArtiPeeps and the Federation  of  Writers  (Scotland).  Selected works  anthologised in  Shetland,
Scotland,  France,  the US and Canada, Co-author of  From Shore to Shoormal /  Dun rivage à
l'autre with Donna Allard, Broken Jaw Press, 2012.  nordicblackbird / the roost  ,   nordicblackbird |
Chronicles From Arcania  , @nordicblackbird    

Karin Heyer                  King's Lynn, Norfolk, UK

Karin was born in Leipzig, Germany, two years before WW2 began.  Since 1960 she has lived in
England, her chosen exile, working for better understanding and reconciliation between the two
countries she cherishes.  Poetry has been for her a lifeline, helping her to comprehend her difficult
history.  She has taught German Language and Literature and History throughout her working life.
She  has  a  MA  in  Women's  Studies  and  now  she  devotes  her  life  to  writing  and  better
communication between peoples. 

James Knight                                                                                      Wells, Somerset, UK

The first book I ever loved was Maurice Sendak's 'Where the Wild Things Are', a picture book that 
distils story-telling to its essence. Dreams and monsters have preoccupied me ever since. Much of 
my writing appears first as tweets, which are then made into miniature poems or prose poems, or 
assembled into longer pieces. In March 2012 I was fortunate to be invited by acclaimed novelist 
Jeff Noon to join his Twitter writing group, @echovirus12, a project that has led to many interesting 
collaborations. All of my books contain pictures, by me or my collaborators; there is a lot of fun to 
be had by the reader in exploring the connections and disjunctions between word and image. You 
can see my latest work at www.thebirdking.com, or follow me on Twitter: 
www.twitter.com/badbadpoet.

Joanna Lee        Richmond Virginia, USA

Joanna Suzanne Lee has never formally studied writing of any sort, though she earned her MD 
from the Medical College of Virginia in 2007 and a further MS in Applied Science from the College 
of William and Mary in 2010. Her poetry has been published in a number of online and print 
journals, including Caduceus, Contemporary American Voices, scissors and spackle and The 
Dead Mule School of Southern Literature. Under the loosely defined umbrella of “River City 
Poetry,” Joanna is instrumental in coordinating readings & events in Richmond, Virginia. Her 
second book, the river and the dead, is forthcoming from unbound CONTENT this year. the-tenth-
muse.com @la_poetessa  

Greg Mackie                France

Poetry has been my creative outlet for many years. I enjoy the multiple possibilities the form 
provides to tell a story or convey an emotion and hopefully strike a chord with someone, 
somewhere.  Being a part of this project, collaborating with like-minded people and creating a new 
work from such a respected and influential text, has been a wonderful and challenging experience. 
My respect for Ovid, and for Nicky and her hard work, has no bounds. 
http://frenzyofflies.wordpress.com/  @FrenzyOfFlies  
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Jim C. Mackintosh    Perthshire, Scotland

Jim was born and raised in Perthshire, Scotland and although he has travelled many miles around 
the World in his fifty odd years, he always returns to the County he calls home. Jim has two 
collections of poetry published with poems also appearing in other collections, and on-line 
publications in the USA, the UK and Australia. He is no stranger to performing poetry and makes 
regular appearances in the UK. In 2014, he was nominated by his Mum for Best Poetic Son. His 
brother is still not speaking to him. bigbaffy.com @JimCMackintosh 

John Mansell                                                                                              Manchester, UK

I was born in Manchester and lived there most of my life. I studied Ancient and Medieval History at 
the University of Manchester, my thesis being on he ancient Welsh poem Y Gododdin. I 
successfully completed the first year of an M Phil concerned with the Dark Age aristocratic 
warband known as the Comitatus, I sadly never completed it. I still live and work in the Manchester
area. I have been writing ever since I can remember, usually short stories or poetry. What really 
started me was writing lyrics for my mates' band as a young teenager. I have self published one 
volume entitled "Kakemonos" and have had about 100 pieces published in various small 
publications. Currently working on a website to gather most of my work together. But being one 
more comfortable with pen and paper, and the beauty of libraries this is proving a slow task. 
@JohnMansell1  

Lenka Monk                                      East Midlands, UK

Poet and novelist. Born and raised in Central Europe. At the young age of 11 started to write 
mostly poetry. After coming to England at 18 started to write in English and later co wrote and 
published a crime novel, Unbreakable Minds (2010). Its sequel currently in development. Lives in a
quiet picturesque village in the East Midlands with a cat called Monty. “Passion for the written word
takes me to some weird and wonderful places full of unpredictable, intriguing and sometimes 
downright scary characters. And I can’t help it, I love them all.     

Tom Murphy        Edinbugh, Scotland, UK

Tom Murphy is a poet based in Edinburgh, Scotland. He writes as @Sandcave on twitter. Tom 
found twitter to be an ideal creative outlet where he could write for a (very) small appreciative 
audience. His work is direct, concise and sometimes dreamlike. He was included in a twitter poet 
anthology Timelines in February 2013 organised and self published by James Knight 
(@BadBadPoet) and has previously worked with Mat JimDog for the AntiPeeps fear/trust 
collaboration in November 2013.     https://twitter.com/sandcave

Eleanor Perry  Canterbury, UK

Eleanor Perry is a poet and co-editor of ZONE magazine. An Assistant Lecturer, she is studying for
a PhD in Poetry: Practice as Research at the University of Kent. Her work has appeared in The 
Deliquent, Tears in the Fence, theNewerYork, Best British Poetry 2012 (Salt) and SNOW 2. Work is
forth coming in Litmus and Caketrain  http://www.zonepoetrymagazine.com/#!home/  @nellperry  

Mina Polen           Mexico, North America

Mina Polen was born in Mexico City in 1972. She has been jumping from science to writing and
back. She has published four books Scylla and Charybdis (2013), Larva (2014), Polvo de océanos
(2014) and Ephemera (2015, with illustrator Viviana Hinojosa) and participated in the anthology of
twitter poets time lines (2013). They are all available through www.lulu.com. Mina also writes 
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fiction,  poetry and nonsense in  twitter  as @minafiction and collaborates in  @echovirus12 and
@chimeragroup0.  She  publishes  her  own  writing  and  some  of  her  favorites  on  her  blog:
aldebaranylosnarvales.blogspot.com. 

Carol Robson                                                                                                 Yorkshire, UK

Carol’s first collection of poems 'Words of Darkness and Light' reflects some aspects of her life, the
journey she has made and also the dark and light of human nature. She writes poetry on various 
themes but is passionate on issues of Gender and Sexuality. Carol represents older LGBT as an 
Engagement Panel member at Age UK.  Carol also delivers presentations on Health and Social 
Care issues for the older LGBT community.  Carol performed her first one hour show ‘Finding Me’ 
(her life and how her poetry reflects this) at the Ilkley Literature Festival Fringe and LadyFest 
Leeds in 2013, also she hopes to take it to other different venues in 2014'.  http://carolrobson.com/   
@Chakracaz

Rebecca Audra Smith                              Manchester, UK

Rebecca Audra Smith has just finished a Masters in Creative Writing: Poetry at Manchester 
Metropolitan University. Her poems have been featured in Loose Muse’s fourth anthology, 
Cadaverine's online magazine, and Now Then Manchester. She is one third of the Stirred feminist 
collective based in Manchester. You can find her at beccaaudra.wordpress.com and 
@BeccaAudra    
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